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A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MULTIPARAMETER

WIENER PROCESS AND AN APPLICATION

CHANG C. Y. DOREA

ABSTRACT. In this note we give an application of a characterization of the

multiparameter Wiener process and of the invariance principle for iî*-valued

martingales.

1. Introduction. Let 9 be a positive integer, Iq = [0, l]q, the points in /' will

be denoted by t, a, (ti, t2,..., tq), etc. Iq is partially ordered by stipulating t < s

if and only if U < a< for i = 1,..., 9. A block fl in I9 is a subset of the form

B = (s,t] = n*=i(*j»*y] for 0 < s < t < 1. For a function / defined on I" we

define the increment of / around the block B by

(1.1) f(B) =    Y,   (-l)9"Sej7(«i+ei(ii-si),...)s0-r-e9(i0-s9)).
«,—0.1

i—1.1

Similarly if G = (u, v] is a block of Iq~1 we define for i = 1,..., 9 and 0 <

t< 1

/W(i;G)=       J2     (-l)9-1-^'
«,-0,1

(1.2) '-1.'-1
• f(Ui + £i(ui — til), • • • , Ut-1 + €i-i(Vi-i — tí*     *),

Í, Ui + €i(Vi — Ui),..., Uq-i + eq-i(Vg-i — U„_l)).

Notice

/(,)(í; G) = /(((til, • • • , tti-l, 0, U¿, . . . , tiq-i),  {Vi, ..., Vi-i,t, Vi,..., Vg-!)))

if /(g) = 0 whenever s¿ = 0.
Let C(Iq) be the set of all continuous functions on Iq with the uniform metric

and let Dq = D(Iq) be the Skorohod function space on Iq. See Bickel-Wichura [1]

for further details.

The Wiener process {W(t),t G I9} on D9 is characterized by

(1.3) (a)    P(^eG(/9)) = l,

(b)   V^(t) vanishes at the lower boundary of I9,

that is, P(W(t) = 0) = 1 if U = 0 for some ».

(c) If Bi,B2,-..,Bk are pairwise disjoint blocks of Iq then the increments

W(Bi),..., W(Bk) are independent normal random variables with mean zero and

variances \q(Bi),...,\q(Bi), X, being the Lebesgue measure on Iq.

Lemma 1 below gives a characterization of the 9-parameter Wiener process in

terms of fc-dimensional Wiener processes. Since its proof is straightforward it will

be omitted.
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Lemma 1. Let {X(t), t £ Iq} be a process that vanishes at the lower boundary of

Iq and has sample paths in D9 withP(X £ Cq) = 1. Then X(t) is the Wiener process

on D9 if and only if for some i (i = 1,..., q) the process (X"W(i; Gi),..., X^(t; Ck))
is a k-dimensional Wiener process with the appropriate variance, where k is an

arbitrary positive integer and the Cj 's are arbitrary disjoint blocks of I9-1.

2. A convergence theorem. Let (fl, 7, P) be a probability space and let {It, t G

I9} be a family of a-subfields such that 7t C 7% if s < t. For 0 < t < 1 we define
for i — 1,..., q

(2.1) 7^ = 7{it..,it,i,.,.,i) with t on the ith position.

We shall consider random fields {X(t), t £ Iq} adapted to a nondecreasing family

of cr-fields {7*} that vanishes at the lower boundaries of Iq. By taking 7t = 7* X

it for t G /* we may consider X(t) and W(t) adapted to the same family of c-fields

{$}, where Ft = a(W(t), s < t).

THEOREM 1. Let {Xn(t),t G l?}n>i be a sequence of processes adapted to 7%

with sample paths in D9. Fixi. Suppose that for k = 1,2,... andCi,...,Ck disjoint
blocks of I9-1 we have

(2.2)     pr4V ; Ci),... ,xW(sfc; Gfc))£(w<V; Ci),..., w<%k; ck))

for s1,s2,...,sh £ I, where -* stands for convergence in distribution.

Then the finite dimensional distributions ofXn converge to those of W.

PROOF, (i) For t G I" we have Xn(t)^W(t) since Xn(t) = Xg>(fc; G) where
C = UJ9ii(0,tj].

(Ü) To see that ^»(t1),..., X^t*))-^^1),..., W(tk)) for t1,..., tfc £ I9, write

Xn(tl) = X«$;Gt) and W(tl) = W^^d) with Gt = ¡^(0,#. The I9'1
blocks Ci,..., Ck are not necessarily disjoint, but given a«., a2,..., a& £ R we can

write X)i=i ai^nHtló Ci) as a linear combination of random variables of the form

■X"W(t£; Ep) where the Ep's are disjoint blocks of I9~l.   D

3. Invariance principle for -Revalued martingale. Theorem 2 below is just a

fc-dimensional version of Billingsley's theorem [2]. Although we could prove it by

using either Billingsley's arguments or McLeish's arguments [8], it can be done by

Trotter's operator method [10] as outlined below.

THEOREM 2. Let Yit Y"2,... be a sequence ofRk-valued random vectors, Yn =

(Y„(l),..., Yn(k)), stationary, ergodic and such that

E^XVJ)) = aj>    positive and finite,

(3.1) E(Yn(i)Yn(j)) = 0,        ijáj,

E(Yn\Yi,...,Yn-i) = 0.

Then Sn = Y%=i Yi/y/ñ converges in distribution to Z, where Z has the multi-

variate normal distribution with mean zero, EZ2(j) = ctj and EZ(i)Z(j) = 0 for
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PROOF. To avoid messy notation let k = 2. For a random vector (V, U) define

TViUf(x)g(y) = J J f(v + x)g{u + y) dFv>u(x, y).

Let Cq = {/: R —► R such that /, /', /" are bounded and uniformly continuous}.

To show that (5„(1), 5n(2))-^(Z(l), Z(2)) it is enough to verify that for all /, g £ C%

we have

(3.2)

Write

where

and

hm |TSn(i)jSn(2)/9 — TZ'i),z(2)fg\ = 0.
n—»oo

(TSn-Tz)fg = (A + B)fg

B = TUl---TUn-Tz

n—2

A= ^2 Tun-j+i--#îb»+i [Tv„-j — Tbn-j.TVk-,.-!]
j=0

with Uj{i) = Yj(i)ly/n, Un+i — (0,0) and V,(i) = E¡=i &.(•)■ Since

rv-„_,/(a:)ff(3/) - / f(ai + ■■■ + a„_¿ + x)

• ff(&i H-h bn-j + î/)dFUu...,un-i,(oi,h, ■..,on_j,&„__,)

we expand f(x)g(y) in Taylor series around (ai -|-+ an_j_i -\- x,bi -\-+

bn-j-i + y) and

ïV»_,/(s)îKv) = E(f(W) + C/n-i(l)/'(-)ff(0
+ C^Œ/WO + J7n_i(l)í7n_i(2)/'(.)9/(-)

+ è^-,(i)/"(-)ff(-) + èfn-i(2)/(-)<r"(-) + fi,)

where /(•) = f(yn-j(í) + i) and g(-) = ff(V„_.,(2) -(- j/). The term Rj can be

estimated as in [10], hence given e > 0 for n sufficiently large we have E\Rj\ <

en-1. Making a similar estimate for TUri_jTv„_j_1 and using condition (3.1) we

have

(Tvn-i — Tu^Tv^^Jfg

= e(rj + % + \f"g ̂ (r/^WlGn-,--!) - 2i

+ \ff\iB{Ul_j(2)\Gn-i-X) - f ])

where Gj = cr(Yi,..., Y¿).

With similar estimates for all the remaining terms we have

\(TSn-Tz)fg\<2e +

+ 2

\\f"\\9\E(

\\î\W'\e{

¿=i

¿ü?(8)-oa

)

)

where | • | is the supremum norm. The proof is completed by using the ergodicity.    D
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4. Application. In this section we shall consider a random net {£n,n G Z2},

stationary with EÇ^ = o2 > 0 and finite, where Z stands for the integers. Let

7m = <K<j, J < m)>      # = u ^(Nl*!]' [m2*2]),
m

Snio = Som =0,        ni > 0, n2 > 0,

SniO = Son3 =0,        ni > 0, n2 > 0,

Sn=    J2    t¡> n>1>
l<j<n

Xn(t) = (AiMj)-'/'^],        n > 1 and t G l2,

where [nt] = ([niíi], [n2i2]).

THEOREM 3. Let {£n>n G Z2} be a stationary and ergodic random net with

Etln = 1. Suppose further that Xn(t) is a strong martingale relative to 7t- Then

{Xa, n > 1} converges weakly, in D2, to the two-parameter Wiener process.

REMARKS, (i) There is no loss of generality by considering a2 = 1 in our

theorem.

(ii) For the concept of strong martingale see Cairoli-Walsh [4].

(iii) Since Xa is a strong martingale we have E£n — 0 Vn and !?(£„ 17m\ V 7*$2 ) =

0 if ni > mi and n2 > m2.

PROOF, (a) Convergence of finite dimensional distributions. By Theorem 1 it

is enough to show that

(4.1) pr4V; h),..., xífV; 4) Av^V ; h).W< V; I„))
for arbitrary s1,...,sk and disjoint intervals I\,...,ifc. But (4.1) is implied by

Theorem 2 since (X^\sl;I{),.. .,Xg\sk;Ik)) is a fifc-valued martingale.

(b) To prove tightness we can follow Billingsley's arguments [3, pp. 207-208] and

observing that

(bl) if i y¿ j, say t'i > ji, then

£tti<j} = E{E(^i\7^ V jLl(t3j3))} = 0

so that ESn = niU2-

(b2) if l^o I < Af < oo with probabihty 1 then there exists a constant a such

that

(4.2) ESl < anln22M4.

Notice the summands of 5n will be of the form fi£j£k£l-

Case 1. If ¿i > ji >ki>k

«sfâGfcâ) = ¿^ác^tál^)) = o.
Case 2. If ¿i = ji > fci > h

' = «(ââtàBÎÉil^ V J(.2))) = 0,       i, > J2,

EiíiiiivílK < M2\E(^i)\ = 0   if¿2 = j2andk =¿ 1,

< M4   if¿2 = j2 andk = 1,

similarly one can estimate all the remaining cases and get the estimate (4.2).
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(b3) £(maxk<n|Sk|4) < (4/3)8£|S„|4.
This follows from Shorack-Smythe [9, Lemma 1] (cf. equation (4)).

(b4) If |£o| < M < oo then

s[max|5k|4| < oin\n\M4.

(b5) Using Billingsley's truncation arguments the proof follows.    D
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